Jun 12, 2014 Europe

Effie Belgium’s 2014 Awards
On June 12, 2014, Effie Belgium held is 26th Effie Awards. One gold, four silver, and four bronze Effies were
awarded.
The winning teams were:
• Gold winning team Coca-Cola and Belgian agencies UM Belgique and Just Agency/Knotoryus for “Share
a Coke”
• Silver winning team Master Blenders and Duval Guillaume for "Coffee for everyone " for Douwe Egbert
• Silver winning team Belgacom and BBDO Belgium for "Quality Proximus” for Proximus
• Silver winning team Belux PepsiCo and DDB Brussels for “Contraption” for Tropicana
• Silver winning team the National Lottery and Mortierbrigade for “Thou shalt confidence” for Win for Life
• Bronze winning team Coca-Cola and Famous for the campaign “Water Depending creatures “ for
Chaudfontaine
• Bronze winning team Corona Direct and Kunstmaan for “Criminal hey! " for Corona Direct Insurance
kilometer
• Bronze winning team Medialaan and Dallas Antwerp for "Your Greatest Hits” for JOE fm
• Bronze winning team Neckermann and Famous for “Nancy the lowest price guarantee” for Neckermann

This year, Effie Belgium's entry number increased by more than 30%, almost double what it was two years
ago.
"I congratulate all the participants of this successful event, and in particular the nine winners of the
prestigious Effie Award. Not only is the number of cases submitted on the rise, but the quality is high, " said
Christophe Mottint, President of Effie Belgium.
For more information on Effie Belgium's 2014 competition, please contact Karin Struys at karin@uprcorporate.be or click here to view the full release.
##
About Effie Worldwide Championing the practice and practitioners of marketing effectiveness, Effie
Worldwide spotlights marketing ideas that work and encourages thoughtful dialogue around the drivers of
marketing effectiveness. The Effie network works with some of the top research and media organizations
worldwide to bring its audience relevant insights into effective marketing strategy. The Effie Awards are
known by advertisers and agencies globally as the pre‐eminent award in the industry, and recognize any
and all forms of marketing communication that contribute to a brand's success. Since 1968, winning an
Effie has become a global symbol of achievement. Today, Effie celebrates effectiveness worldwide with
over 40 global, regional and national programs across Asia-Pacific, Europe, Latin America, Middle
East/North Africa and North America. Effie initiatives include the Effie Effectiveness Index, ranking the most
effective companies and brands globally and the Effie Case Database. For more details, visit
www.effie.org. Follow @effieawards on Twitter for updates on Effie information, programs and news.

